
Consultation on Proposed changes to freehold leases over parts of buildings 

Date: 24 September 2018 

Comments Received: 

That all seems quite reasonable & should work well. 
 

 

Hi Kelly- 
The three areas for proposed change make a lot of sense and I wholeheartedly support the 
initiative. The current requirement to prepare master sketches in certain circumstances adds little 
value, whereas the certification as suggested will provide sufficient & specific clarity regarding the 
extent of the lease(s). Consistency in the preparation of plans through the requirement to 
produce an AP, including the description in the title block, will bring leases into line with how the 
other common secondary interest, easements, are shown, whilst providing more transparency 
when investigating encumbrances on title. 
Regards- 
Jeremy. 
 

 

Dear Kelly, 
I think it would be a good idea to require the description of structural or physical structures 
forming lease boundaries to be shown on the plan where applicable, as well as dimensions as 
proposed. This would help avoid any ambiguity on the ground. 
 
Regards 
 
Andrew Collins 

 

 

Hello again, 
 
Having thought about this further and having discussed this with other surveyors in the office the 
requirement to dimension lease of part of a building is, even though unintended, likely to 
introduce major complications i.e. if one surveyor surveys the LH shop and another surveys the 
RH shop and both purport that their dimensions represent the centreline of the wall there will be 
computed overlaps all of the time. This may be overcome if lease boundaries become outside of a 
wall rather than the common centrelines? In any event it is an issue that needs consideration. 
 
Regards  
   
John Gillespie 
Hello, 
 
The proposed changes seem logical to me.  
 
The main difficulty we have with lease is searching them. It would seem to me that these changes 
should be made in conjunction with making not only searching of future leases on AP more 
transparent BUT existing lease as well.  The cost of searching leases, particularly on for example 



Council parks with shared users can often be problematic and very expensive.  This would make 
certification as suggested in the Proposal difficult and possibly risky to the surveyor. 
 
Regards  
   
John Gillespie 

 

HI Kelly, 
 
We see no issues with the proposed changes. 
 
Regards 
Jason 

 

Roy, 
I have long thought many of our problems with leases would be resolved if the Masterplan was 
searchable. I am told this is not possible. That being the case the proposed changes look fine to 
me, although I expect resultant benefits to the surveying community will take several years to 
flow through, 
 
 
Regards, 
Laurie 

 

G’day Kelly, 
 
I heard about this quite some time ago through a solicitor who was very much over getting 
requisitions relating to master lease plans, and who was all for getting rid of them.  
 
If the RoT goes to AP plans that are searchable, entered into the DCDB similar to the way other 
encumbrances are shown (i.e. Emts) then I don’t necessarily see a long term problem with doing 
away with Master lease plans – there will be a lot of issues to cover before that though and the 
transition could be difficult. There may be visualisation issues in a multi storey building or 
Shopping Centre where a CISP search would not necessarily easily show up the location of a Lease 
relative to others. Easements are shown on the DCDB now, even though they have been 
surrendered – they would be useful for survey information purposes but not necessarily correct 
for adjoining info purposes.  
 
At present there are a lot of short term leases that are not registered in the TO – how is a 
surveyor to issue a certificate advising that there are no overlaps if a Lease is not searchable. It is 
common that a building/shopping centre goes to the one surveyor for all leases associated with a 
site, but it is also common for other surveyors to also do leases in the building. If there are 
different solicitors involved also there is a lot of wriggle room for errors and overlaps to occur. 
 
That solicitor mentioned earlier also advised that the RoT was considering it becoming mandatory 
for all Leases to be surrendered after the Lease has expired – not like now where they just sit on 
the title until someone wants to deal with them. So if the old leases and their locations noted are 
omitted we may not be able to search back to get the relevant survey data say for a new Lease 
over an old tenancy done by others.  



 
When we do a CISP search now we get a list of all plans dealing with the parcel – both old and 
current. If that is the case for leases, including expired leases, a search to find an AP in say Pacific 
Fair  or Indooroopilly Shopping Centre would be excessively expensive even if you were trying to 
search leases on say the ground floor only. And what’s to say that a Lease noted by one surveyor 
as being on the Ground Floor may abut a Lease undertaken by another survey as being on the 
“lower Ground Floor” or “upper ground Floor”.  Therefore maybe there could be an option to still 
lodge a searchable Master Lease Sketch (Architectural site plan or some other sketch plan) so that 
a surveyor has a chance of discerning where there Lease sits – otherwise searches could often be 
a waste of time. Or maybe AP plan search fees could be significantly reduced, or heaven forbid, 
free? 
 
There are a lot of other scenarios which I haven’t covered and would need to think about.  
 
Could the RoT provide additional information apart from the link provided? 
 
Kind regards 
 
Ken  

 

Hello I have provided my thoughts previously to the DNRME - all G - REGARDS  
 
Tony  
 
 

 

My feedback on the Registrar’s proposed changes to Freehold Leases is as follows: 
 
Change 1. Replacement of Master Sketch & Overlap Certification  
I agree with need to replace Master Sketch as they are currently not a searchable document and 
are complex and costly to our clients in preparing & continually updating especially if the original 
Master Plan was prepared by another surveyor. However the old Master Sketch does serve as a 
visual means to establish location of all the leases on a particular floor & to check if a new one 
would overlap. How will this be done in future once it is gone especially for existing leases? 
 
Change 2 – Leases on an AP  
Probably better to standardise presentation & descriptions.  
 
However new requirements must have same provision as RTDPP 5.3.2 that all leases of a bldg 
MUST be prepared by a Cadastral Surveyor on an AP, as there is no existing provision that AP’s 
must be prepared by a Cadastral Surveyor. We surveyors fought hard for this requirement and I 
don’t see why it should be forgotten or removed to allow non-surveyors to prepare lease plans.  
 
I presume the proposed changes need to have the lease extents by “dimensioned” by b&d in 
order to position the lease and confirm if it overlaps an existing lease.  
 
The proposed changes has no mention of accuracy for overlap certification & for the lease’s b&d’s 
 
Leases have never been measured to cadastral plan survey plan accuracies (E.g. by 
theodolite/EDM) and by now requiring they have b&d’s (dimensions) of no set accuracy will lead 



to problems for surveyors in certifying leases are not overlapping existing leases – especially in 
cases of existing registered lease plans existing with no bearings and or distances shown.  Will 
surveyors now need to survey leases to cadastral plan accuracies by theodolite?? 
 
If a lease overlaps another lease by say 5mm (after plotting existing leases) then the surveyor 
can’t certify the lease is not overlapping due to tolerances (or even an error) on the existing lease 
plan (which may only be shown by linework & not b&d’s or by distances).  
 
The overlap certification will be a potential head-ache for surveyors on buildings with existing 
leases as it previously was only a plotting accuracy issue at master plan scales.  
 
If AP lease boundaries are to be shown by b&d’s can the new standards allow them to be done by 
EITHER “on face” presentation OR by tabulation from a designated start point (in a clockwise 
direction etc).  
 
I would hope that they could be tabulated as leases can be very complex shapes with small steps 
in their boundaries and this ability to tabulate would eliminate need & costs for our client for 
multiple blow-up diagrams to show such small steps or to fit b&d text on the face of the plan.  
 
I believe the new changes need to have each lease connected to the cadastre by a direct b&d 
connection to a cadastral corner and not to a bldg corner. 
 
The Old RTDPP Sketch requirement for connections to bldg walls/corners does NOT allow this 
future location of the lease with respect to the cadastre or other leases nor does the current 
ability to show leases by linework only if the lease has structural elements. (I presume 
“dimensioned” in the proposed changes document means by bearing & distance and NOT by 
distance alone) 
 
All AP lease b&d’s must be on cadastral datum & not a local or bldg datum. 
 
Having leases on an AP I believe would benefit the Surveying Industry as the costs to search an AP 
(about $20) is about ½ the cost to search an existing lease document for the lease plan (about 
$40). Use of plan exchange would also benefit those surveyors already signed-up as is the current 
situation when searching for SP’s or RP’s & Idents etc. 
 
Can NRM explain why & what is required in the locality diagram & when a lateral aspect diagram 
is required for an AP lease. These are not currently required and can only add costs to our clients 
when we prepare an AP lease plan. 
 
 
Change 3 – Std Identification of Lease  
No argument here as this can only be a benefit to all concerned. 
 
 
(I have attached the Registrar’s proposed changes here also) 
 
I trust the above is suitable for your requirements and please contact me if further clarification on 
the above is needed. 
 
Kind regards 
 



Warren 
 
 
 

 

Replacement of Master Sketch 
The master plan is the least expensive part of the “lease of part of a building” process and they 
are not always required any away. The Master plan was introduced so the department could 
check there were no encroachment of lease areas.  
  
The suggestion to change the certificate will underline the need for a surveyor to check for 
encroachments; but professional surveyors already do that. Lease sketch plans prepared by 
cadastral surveyors are already signed by the cadastral surveyors as true and correct. 
 
In large shopping centre clients often ask for Master Plans and overall plans for their own 
requirements, such as “Gross Lettable Area Plans” to be included in some lease contracts for large 
supermarket chains.  For the surveyor to prepare these drawings and to know there are or aren’t 
any encroachments he must maintain a drawing file to determine the correct relationships 
between the new lease and the adjoining leases. 
 
Replace Lease Sketch Plan with AP Sketch Plan 
What is the benefit of the proposed change??  
The lease areas still have to be surveyed and the surveyors still have to certify the plan, so there 
will be the same “duty of care”, same time to survey, same cost of survey, if not more. 
And the surveyor will have to buy the barcodes from someone. 
 
What is the benefit of the barcode to the client; or to the surveyor; the only benefit is the 
department if the department is going to keep a register.  Is the department going to keep a 
register of the AP plans so they can be searched separately to the lease documents?  
 
Presumably if so someone will want to compile a lease or compile connections from an old lease 
sketch to show on a new lease sketch he may in ten years’ time have enough AP sketch plans in 
the system. 
 
Being able to compile some dimensions or connections may enable a surveyor to do a lease in a 
shopping centre or office building without surveying the whole building again. But this should be 
discouraged as compilation of lease dimensions is wise or prudent (office and shop walls are 
changed regularly to suit the needs of the tenant), I don’t see the benefit. 
 
We currently prepare a similar number of lease sketch plans as we do survey plans.  Leases inside 
buildings are often renewed every five years, as the tenant changes the shop front or when there 
is a change of tenant.   Has anyone estimated the number of AP barcodes would be required and 
how much additional computer storage space would be required, if a separate register is 
maintained. 
 
Standard Identification 
If we need a standard wording for the lease description why not have one standard description, 
not three? 
The description of the leased area should be the same on the plan, the lease documents and the 
Title; shouldn’t it? 
What’s the benefit of three descriptions? 



 
We prepare lease sketch plans for different sites and different clients and they have different 
lawyers.   
The lawyers often prepare the lease documents before we are survey the lease area.  
The description on the sketch has to match the description the lease documents.   
Often it is the lawyers and sometime the clients who require the different descriptions for the 
leases; current most want lease A but some want Shop 127 to match the actual shop number in 
the centre.  One client wanted to describe a lease area as Unit S35 (not Lease S35) because that 
was what was on the door of the unit. 
 
If you want to change something, regulate a standard wording for the surveyors certification and 
description of the lease and be done with it, changing the master plan, adding three “standard 
descriptions” and AP Numbers are not required, just window dressing.  
 
 
What it means for a Lessor?  
No change to the process; just an AP number on the plan! Where is the benefit to the client? 
In the short term every new lease and every lease that is renewed will require, a new lease plan to 
be prepared; not a benefit to the client. 
 
What this means for the surveyor?  
Minimal change for the surveyor, only that a new lease plan will have to be prepare every time a 
lease is renewed not every second time a lease is renewed.  That’s a benefit. 
 
What this means to the lawyer? 
If the surveyor certifies an overlap, more work and more confusion and if there are three different 
descriptions required for the plan, documents and title even more work and more cost to the 
client. 
 
If you want to introduce a new numbering system, you will have to renumber all the existing lease 
plans by giving them AP numbers.  This what was done when the RP numbering system was 
introduced for survey plans. What’s the benefit again? 
 
Regards 
Pat  
 
 

 

Dear Roy/Kelly  
 
We at RPS Gold Coast have issue with the proposed changes. 
 
The replacement of the Master Plan with a Certificate. 
 

• We do not believe it is practicable for the surveyor to certify that there are no overlapping 
registered leases. We deal with Robina Town  Centre (RTC), the current Title has 38 pages 
and around 341 items (in July this year). The cost of the Title and the documents of every 
adjoining lease would add $200-300 per lease and the time to analyse 341 items would be 
prohibitive. Expired leases are not necessarily removed from the title to add another 
dimension to the difficultly. For this to be even considered the DNRME would need to 
change how these are shown on a Title.  



 

• For the client I think a master plan is useful as it is a quick and easy visual way to see 
where the leases are. Having heard this was possibly happening  we have discussed it with 
some of our bigger shopping centre clients and have agreed to keep an updated form of 
the master plan should DNRME no longer require one. 

 
 
Replace Lease sketch with an AP 
 

• This will add a large cost to the current sketch plan which will then get passed onto 
already struggling Tenants. Large Centres like RTC are constantly changing the shape of 
lease which require updates.   

• We see not need to have a fully dimensioned  plan, the current sketch system of 
identifying the walls/structures  to which the lease is surveyed  is much clearer to the end 
user of the lease.  

 
Standard of Identification 
 

• No particular objection here except we do not think the plans should on an AP therefore it 
would not really work. 

• There are already rules on how the numbering should be done, shopping centres like the 
flexibility to number to a system that suits their needs. 

 
 
Regards 
Rod  
 
 
 
 

 


